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HeatMax™ Large area mixer ‘32003’

Suitable for up to 15KW/150sqm heating load, this compact lightweight underfloor thermostatic mixing control com-
plete with pump has been designed for direct connection to heating manifolds with 210mm centre dimension and is
supplied fully assembled in Left Hand format with male swivel flat seal unions as standard. Its versatile design and O- ring
connection system provides for simple and quick conversion on site to Right Hand format if required. The options are
illustrated in (section 2).

Installing the control pack to the manifold is simple and quick, requires no additional supporting bracket and so eliminates
the need for time consuming drilling and fixing.

Note:
If the primary circuit serving the underfloor heating is not fitted with an automatic bypass valve it is recommended that
one is installed across the flow and return pipes upstream of the mixing control to protect the boiler and improve system
efficiency.
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1. Installation of Base Control Pack (LH)

Insert the flat fibre seals into the female sockets of the
isolating ball valves on the manifold. Offer the control to
the sockets, locating the bottom (return) flat face union
connection first (fig.1) then swing the top (flow) flat face
union connection to parallel alignment and push whole
assembly forward until union swivel nuts contact mating
threads.

Screw top and bottom union swivel nuts alternatively a
few turns at a time (fig.2) until fully engaged.

Pump Outlet Elbow
The pump outlet elbow (fig.4) is fitted with air vent, a
blanked port for the optional bypass kit connection and
two temperature gauge sockets with fixing screw.

A temperature gauge (optional) can be fitted to either
socket so allowing for Left Hand (as supplied) or Right
Hand (rotate on site) manifold connection.

Boiler connections
The elbow supplied provides for the option of vertical or
horizontal connection of primary pipe work with the
boiler:

Commissioning
To protect and prevent damage to the mixing control and
other devices in the heating circuits, it is recommended
that the pipe work connecting the boiler be flushed
thoroughly of flux and debris before final connection,
filling and venting the heating control and system.

Check that the primary pipe work and control is filled and
at system pressure then check all joints for leaks. Open the
isolating ball valves on the manifold to integrate the
primary circuit, mixing control and heating circuits. Check
again that the system pressure is correct and that all
connections are good. Finally check that the integrated
system is free of air via the pump outlet el- bow vent and
the manifold vents.

Mixing Control Adjustment
The thermostatic mixing control is factory set to provide
45 °C mixed water to the heating manifold. The mixed
water flow temperature can be adjusted and locked very
simply to suit the design flow temperature within the range
of 30-60 °C.

With the boiler on and the heating circuits balanced the
mixed flow temperature is easily adjusted by the unique
set-and-lock clutch mechanism (fig.8):

Table 1

2. Right handed installations
The control can easily be installed in a right handed
orientation. The text and diagram (fig.9) below illustra- tes
how:

Fig.9
Slacken the locknut on the manifold return swivel
connection assembly one turn and then unscrew
completely from the valve body. Move the swivel
connection assembly to the opposite valve return port
and screw in the male thread until the O-ring contacts
the valve face with light resistance. Tighten the locknut
firmly to seal and lock (32mm A/F spanner). Do not over
tighten.

Slacken the pump outlet union nut approx ½ turn anti-
clockwise then rotate the pump outlet assembly 180
degrees to align visually with the repositioned swivel
assembly on the return port.

Lightly tighten the union nut to retain alignment. The
control pack is now ready for right hand assembly to the
manifold.

Follow the installation procedure in (section 1) but in RH
context. Tighten the pump outlet union nut last with pump
pliers to give firm connection.

Tighten union swivel nuts (fig.3) with 36mm A/F span- ner
and appropriate spanner on the manifold ball valve.

Optional connections supplied for connection to one
manometer or one expansion vessel.

TIP! Note the dial setting at commissioning stage so that if
it is inadvertently changed it can be reset. The valve is
locked discreetly via a grub screw between the knob and
skirt.

For vertical pipe runs connect elbow to the control valve
return port and for horizontal pipe runs connect elbow to
the control valve flow port (fig.5).

Screw in the male thread until the O-ring contacts the
valve port face then continue to turn clockwise within 1
turn until aligned suitably for the connecting pipe run.
Tighten locknut to secure and seal (32mm A/F spanner).
Do not over-tighten.

The control is now ready for making the boiler pipe work
connection to the flow and return ports of the control
valve.

Electrical connection
Connect the Pump and Zone valve (if fitted) to the
electrical control circuit serving the system.

Unscrew the central screw approximately ½ turn anti-
clockwise to release the clutch locking mechanism.

1. Turn the knob clockwise to decrease and anti-
clockwise to increase temperature.
2. The numbers on the control knob indicate the
3. approximate mixed flow temperature when aligned
with the indicator rib on the valve body. (refer to Table 1)
4. Tighten the central screw approximately ½ turn
clockwise until hand tight to engage clutch mechanism and
lock the temperature setting.

NOTE:
Do not wire pump to run continuously
The pump must be interlocked with the heat source If
you require further information or assistance please
contact us on 0333 800 1750


